Investigating the Protective Effects of a Rhenium (V) Compound with Uracil-Derived Ligands on Liver Damage Associated with Prediabetes in Diet-Induced Prediabetic Rats
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Abstract: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is associated with prediabetes and can be treated by using a combination of metformin and dietary modification. However, people often fail to adhere to dietary modifications and become more dependent on pharmaceutical intervention, and this affects the effectiveness of the drug. In this study, we investigated the effects of rhenium (V) compound with uracil-derived ligands on liver health in diet-induced prediabetic rats in both the presence and absence of dietary modification. Prediabetic male Sprague Dawley rats were treated with the rhenium (V) compound for 12 weeks in both the presence and absence of dietary modification while monitoring fasting blood glucose levels. Antioxidant enzyme activity, inflammation markers and liver enzymes were measured together with liver glycogen and plasma triglycerides after sacrificing. The administration of rhenium (V) compound to prediabetic rats in both the presence and absence of dietary modification resulted in reduced concentrations of fasting blood glucose and triglycerides. There was also reduced liver glycogen, oxidative stress and liver enzymes while increasing antioxidant enzymes. Altogether, the rhenium (V) compound ameliorated liver injury and prevented hepatotoxicity.
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1. Introduction

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has recently become the most frequent chronic liver disease that occurs across all age groups due to the growing prevalence of obesity and prediabetes [1,2]. NAFLD is strongly associated with insulin resistance, dyslipidemia and hypertriglycerideremia. Diets that are high in carbohydrates and saturated fats have been shown to predispose individuals to developing both prediabetes and NAFLD [3,4]. Additionally, fizzy drinks that are high in fructose activate lipogenesis in the hepatocytes, resulting in a fatty liver [5–7]. Prediabetes is linked with moderate levels of insulin resistance and has been shown to play a primary role in the pathogenesis of NAFLD [8,9]. Liver dysfunction is associated with hepatic insulin resistance and an increase in hepatic glycogen production, whereas liver injury is shown by abnormal liver enzymes such as alanine transaminase (ALT), aspartate transaminase (AST) and lactate dehydrogenase [10,11]. These may be due to alternations in the permeability of the cell membrane and damage in the liver tissue [5,12].

The treatment of NAFLD involves a combination of dietary modification to enhance weight loss, along with the use of different insulin-sensitizing agents such as metformin [13–16]. However, studies have shown that patients become more dependent on
the pharmaceutical interventions while neglecting the lifestyle modification, resulting in a reduction in the efficacy of metformin [17,18]. Therefore, there exists a need for novel pharmacological compounds that can work in both the presence and absence of lifestyle modifications. Transition metals have been used to try and manage diabetes and other metabolic conditions, but they have been shown to disrupt lipid and protein metabolism as well as induce oxidative stress in the liver [5]. However, recent studies from our laboratory have shown that the incorporation of organic ligands to the transition metals results in reduced cellular toxicity [19,20]. We have previously shown that our novel rhenium (V) compound with uracil-derived ligands improves glucose homeostasis in high-fat–high-carbohydrate diet-induced prediabetic animals in both the absence and presence of dietary modifications [20,21]. In this study, we sought to further investigate the effects of the rhenium (V) compound on selected liver function markers in diet-induced prediabetic rats.

2. Methods and Materials

2.1. Animals

Thirty-six (36) male Sprague Dawley rats (150–180 g) obtained from Biomedical Research Unit, University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN), were kept under standard environmental conditions, i.e., constant humidity (55 ± 5%), temperature (22 ± 2 °C), 12 h day:12 h night cycle. The animals were acclimatized for 2 weeks with free access to a standard rat chow (Meadow Feeds, South Africa) and water ad libitum before being fed on the experimental high-fat–high-carbohydrate (HFHC) diet (AVI Products (Pty) Ltd., Waterfall, South Africa) to induce prediabetes. The HFHC diet consists of carbohydrates (55% kcal/g), fats (30% kcal/g) and proteins (15% kcal/g), as described in our previous study [3,20]. All the experimental designs and procedures were carried out according to the ethics and guidelines of the Animal Research Ethics Committee (AREC, ethical clearance code: AREC/039/018M) of the UKZN, Durban, South Africa.

2.1.1. Induction of Prediabetes on Male Sprague Dawley Rats

Sprague Dawley rats (n = 6 per group) were divided into groups based on the diet they received: a standard rat chow with normal drinking water (ND + H2O), high-fat–high-carbohydrate diet with drinking water supplemented with fructose (HFHC + fructose). Prediabetes induction took 20 weeks using a previously established protocol [3,22]. Rats with fasting blood levels that were higher than 5.6 mmol/L were considered prediabetic and grouped further for pharmacological studies [23,24]. The treatment commenced on the subsequent day, and this was considered as day 1 of treatment.

2.1.2. Study Design for Experiments

In this study, rats were randomly divided into 6 groups of 6 animals in each (30 prediabetic persisting, 6 normal). Group 1: normal healthy control rats received vehicle (NC); Group 2: prediabetic control rats continued with HFHC diet and received vehicle (PD); Group 3: prediabetic treated rats switched to the STD diet and received metformin (MET + DI); Group 4: prediabetic treated rats continued with HFHC diet received metformin (MET + HFHC); Group 5: prediabetic rats switched to the STD diet and received rhenium (V) compound (Re + DI); Group 6: prediabetic treated rats continued with diet received rhenium (V) compound (Re + HFHC). See Figure 1.

2.1.3. Treatment of Prediabetic Animals

After 20 weeks of inducing prediabetes, the treatment period started and lasted an additional 12 weeks. During the treatment period, the animals were treated once every third day at 9:00 a.m., where metformin (500 mg/kg) was given through oral dosing to the MET + HFHC and MET + DI, while rhenium (V) compound (15 mg/kg) was given via subcutaneous injection to the Re + HFHC and Re + DI groups. Parameters including fasting blood glucose (FBG) concentration, food intake and body weights were monitored every 4 weeks during the treatment period. See Figure 1.
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2.1.4. Blood Collection and Tissue Harvesting

For blood collection, all animals were anesthetized with Isofor (100 mg/kg) (Safeline Pharmaceuticals (Pty) Ltd., Roodeport, South Africa) via a gas anesthetic chamber (Biomedical Resource Unit, UKZN, Durban, South Africa) for 3 min in line with the guidelines for use of anesthesia. While the rats were unconscious, blood was collected by cardiac puncture into individual pre-cooled heparinized containers. The blood was then centrifuged (Eppendorf centrifuge 5403, Germany) at 4 °C, 503 × g for 15 min. Plasma was collected and stored at −80 °C in a Bio Ultra freezer (Snijers Scientific, Holland, Netherlands) until ready for biochemical analysis. Thereafter, liver tissue was removed, weighed and rinsed with cold normal saline solution and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen before storage in a BioUltra freezer (Snijers Scientific, Tilburg, Netherlands) at −80 °C until biochemical analysis.

2.1.5. Relative Liver Weight

The relative liver weights of all the animals in each experimental group were determined from the percentage of the ratio of liver weight to the body weight using the formula below:

\[
\text{Relative liver weight} = \left( \frac{\text{liver weight}}{\text{body weight}} \right) \times 100\%
\] (1)

2.2. Biochemical Analysis

2.2.1. Quantification of Hepatic Glycogen, Plasma Triglycerides, TNF α and Liver Function Enzymes

Glycogen concentration analysis was performed in liver tissues. The glycogen assay was conducted using a well-established laboratory protocol [20].

Triglycerides (TGs) were measured using a colorimetric assay kit (catalog No: E-BC-K238; Manufacturer: Elabscience), single reagent, GPO-PAP method. Briefly, 50 mg of liver tissue was homogenized on 0.9% saline in a ratio of 9:1. The tissue was homogenized on ice for 2 min, and then the sample was centrifuged at 1000 × g for 5–10 min. After centrifugation, the aqueous phase extraction was used in the assay. The protein quantification was conducted using Bradford assay. The assay was carried out according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Furthermore, for TNF α measurements, 50 mg of liver tissue was homogenized, and the concentration was determined using an ELISA kit following the manufacturer’s instructions (catalog no.: E-EL-R2856; manufacturer: Elabscience). Liver AST and ALT concentrations were measured using the Catalyst One Chemistry Analyzer (IDEXX Laboratories, Westbrook, ME, USA).
2.2.2. Antioxidant Activity Profile

Antioxidant activity in the liver was measured on selected antioxidant markers. Glutathione peroxidase (GPx) (catalog no.: E-EL-R2491; manufacturer: Elabscience) and superoxide dismutase (SOD) (catalog no.: E-EL-R1424; manufacturer: Elabscience) concentrations were determined using assay kits as per manufacturer’s instructions.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

All data are expressed as means ± SD. Statistical comparisons were performed with GraphPad InStat Software (version 5.00, GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey–Kramer multiple comparison test. A value of \( p < 0.05 \) was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Fasting Blood Glucose Concentration

Figure 2 shows fasting blood glucose concentrations in the normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. By comparison with the NC, there was a significant increase in fasting blood glucose concentration in the PD group (\( p < 0.05 \), Figure 2). The administration of rhenium (V) compound in both the HFHC and diet intervention groups resulted in significant reduction in fasting blood glucose concentration by comparison to PD (\( p < 0.05 \), Figure 1). A similar observation was shown by the MET + DI treated group as compared to the PD group (see Figure 2).
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**Figure 2.** Fasting blood glucose in NC, PD, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC at 12 weeks of treatment. Values are presented as means ± SD (\( n = 6 \)). \(* p < 0.05\) by comparison with NC, \( \alpha p < 0.05\) by comparison with PD, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC.

3.2. Liver Glycogen Concentration

Figure 3 shows liver glycogen levels in the normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. By comparison with the NC group, the PD group showed a significant increase in liver glycogen concentration (\( p < 0.05 \)) (Figure 3). The administration of rhenium (V) compound in both diet intervention and high fat–high carbohydrate groups resulted in a significant decrease of liver glycogen concentration when compared with the PD group (\( p < 0.05 \)). A similar effect was observed with the MET + DI treated group when compared with the PD group (\( p < 0.05 \)) (see Figure 3).
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**Figure 3.** Liver glycogen concentration in NC, PD, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC after 12 weeks of treatment. Values are presented as means ± SD and individual data points (\( n = 6 \)). \(* p < 0.05\) by comparison with NC, \( \alpha p < 0.05\) by comparison with PD, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC.
Figure 3. Liver glycogen concentration in NC, PD, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC after 12 weeks of treatment. Values are presented as means ± SD and individual data points (n = 6). * p < 0.05 by comparison with NC, α p < 0.05 by comparison with PD, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC.

3.3. Liver Triglycerides (TGs) Concentration

Figure 4 shows liver triglyceride concentration in the normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. By comparison with the NC group, the PD group showed a significant increase in liver triglycerides concentration (p < 0.05) (Figure 4). The administration of rhenium (V) compound in both diet intervention and high fat–high carbohydrate groups resulted in a significant decrease of liver triglycerides concentration when compared with the PD group (p < 0.05). A similar effect was observed with the MET + DI treated group when compared with the PD group (p < 0.05) (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Liver triglycerides concentration in NC, PD, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC after 12 weeks of treatment. Values are presented as means ± SD and individual data points (n = 6). * p < 0.05 by comparison with NC, α p < 0.05 by comparison with PC, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC.
3.4. Relative Liver Weight

Figure 5 shows relative liver weight in the normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. In comparison with the NC group, the PD group showed a significant increase in relative liver weight ($p < 0.05$) (Figure 5). The administration of rhenium (V) compound in both diet intervention and high fat–high carbohydrate groups resulted in a significant decrease of relative liver weight when compared with the PD group ($p < 0.05$). A similar effect was observed with the MET + DI treated group when compared with the PD group ($p < 0.05$) (see Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Relative liver weight in normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. Values are presented as means ± SD and individual data points ($n = 6$). * $p < 0.05$ by comparison with NC, $\alpha$ $p < 0.05$ by comparison with PD, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC.](image)

Figure 5 shows relative liver weight in normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. Values are presented as means ± SD and individual data points ($n = 6$). * $p < 0.05$ by comparison with NC, $\alpha$ $p < 0.05$ by comparison with PD, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC.

3.5. Liver Antioxidant Activity

Figure 6 shows antioxidant SOD activity in the normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. In comparison with the NC group, the PD group showed a significant decrease in SOD activity ($p < 0.05$) (Figure 6). The administration of rhenium (V) compound in both diet intervention and high fat–high carbohydrate groups resulted in a significant increase of SOD activity when compared with the PD group ($p < 0.05$). A similar effect was observed with the MET + DI treated group when compared with the PD group ($p < 0.05$) (see Figure 6).

Figure 6 shows antioxidant GPx activity in the normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. In comparison with the NC group, the PD group showed a significant decrease in GPx activity ($p < 0.05$) (Figure 7). The administration of rhenium (V) compound in both diet intervention and high fat–high carbohydrate groups resulted in a significant increase of GPx activity when compared with the PD group ($p < 0.05$). A similar effect was observed with the MET + DI treated group when compared with the PD group ($p < 0.05$) (see Figure 7).
Figure 6. SOD activity in normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. Values are presented as means ± SD and individual data points (n = 6). * p < 0.05 by comparison with NC, α p < 0.05 by comparison with PD, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC.

3.6. Liver TNF α Concentration

Figure 8 shows TNF α concentrations in the normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. In comparison with the NC group, the PD group showed a significant increase in TNF α concentration (p < 0.05) (Figure 8). The administration of rhenium (V) compound in both diet intervention and high fat–high carbohydrate groups resulted in a significant decrease of TNF α concentration when compared with the PD group (p < 0.05). A similar effect was observed with the MET + DI treated group when compared with the PD group (p < 0.05) (see Figure 8).
with the PD group (PC, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC).

3.7. Plasma ALT Concentration

Figure 8 shows plasma ALT concentration in the normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. Values are presented as means ± SD and individual data points (n = 6). *p < 0.05 by comparison with NC, α p < 0.05 by comparison with PC, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC.

Figure 9 shows plasma ALT concentration in normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) after 12 weeks of treatment. In comparison with the NC group, the PD group showed a significant increase in plasma ALT concentration (p < 0.05) (Figure 9). The administration of rhenium (V) compound in both diet intervention and high fat–high carbohydrate groups resulted in a significant decrease of plasma ALT concentration when compared with the PD group (p < 0.05). A similar effect was observed with the MET + DI treated group when compared with the PD group (p < 0.05) (see Figure 9).

Figure 9 shows plasma ALT concentration in normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. Values are presented as means ± SD and individual data points (n = 6). *p < 0.05 by comparison with NC, α p < 0.05 by comparison with PC, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC.
3.8. Plasma AST Concentration

Figure 10 shows plasma AST concentration in the normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. In comparison with the NC group, the PD group showed a significant increase in plasma AST concentration (p < 0.05) (Figure 10). The administration of rhenium (V) compound in both diet intervention and high fat–high carbohydrate groups resulted in a significant decrease of plasma AST concentration when compared with the PD group (p < 0.05). A similar effect was observed with the MET + DI treated group when compared with the PD group (p < 0.05) (see Figure 10).

![Figure 10. Plasma AST concentration in normal control (NC), prediabetic control (PD), metformin and diet intervention (MET + DI), metformin and high fat–high carbohydrate (MET + HFHC), rhenium (V) compound and diet intervention (Re + DI) and rhenium (V) compound and high fat–high carbohydrate (Re + HFHC) groups after 12 weeks of treatment. Values are presented as means ± SD and individual data points (n = 6). * p < 0.05 by comparison with NC, α p < 0.05 by comparison with PD, MET + DI, MET + HFHC, Re + DI and Re + HFHC.](image)

4. Discussion

There is growing evidence that associates prediabetes with disorders that were previously thought to co-exist with type 2 diabetes [25,26]. These disorders include impaired glucose homeostasis, dyslipidemia, NAFLD and cardiovascular disease [27,28]. The development of NAFLD is strongly linked with chronic consumption of high calorie diets and is considered the most frequent liver disease in developing countries [28]. Prediabetes is associated with insulin resistance, which can increase peripheral lipolysis, triglyceride synthesis and hepatic uptake of free fatty acids, which ultimately leads to NAFLD [27,29]. Studies have revealed that individuals with prediabetes and NAFLD have a higher risk of progressing to T2DM [27].

Studies have shown that anti-diabetic drugs can be used to manage NAFLD and to prevent it from developing into non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) [12,30]. Metformin has been used to treat NAFLD, as it is known to increase insulin action and reduce plasma glucose levels [31]. However, metformin has been shown to reach optimal efficacy when combined with lifestyle modifications that increase physical activity and lower caloric intake [30,32]. However, studies on patients show that there is an over-reliance on pharmacological interventions leading to a neglect on the lifestyle modification that results in reduced efficacy of the drugs [33]. Therefore, there is a great need for drugs which could perhaps assist those individuals who struggle with lifestyle modification [15,18].
There is a growing interest in using transition metal compounds to treat complications associated with metabolic disorders due to their high biological activity [9,34]. Our novel transition metal compound, rhenium (V) compound with uracil-derived ligands, has been previously shown to have anti-diabetic and anti-oxidant effects [20]. However, the effects of this metal-based compound on prediabetes induced NAFLD are yet to be investigated. In this study, we sought to further investigate the effects of this rhenium (V) compound on selected liver function markers in diet-induced prediabetic rats.

To maintain an individual’s health, processes such as glucose homeostasis are tightly regulated to meet the energy needs for important organs. The liver plays an important role in the maintenance of glucose homeostasis by being involved many pathways of glucose metabolism including glycogenesis, glycogenolysis, glycolysis and gluconeogenesis [6,35]. During fasting conditions, the liver has a vital role in producing glucose through gluconeogenesis as a fuel for other tissues, such as the brain, red blood cells and muscles [35]. The main function of insulin is to inhibit glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis in the hepatocytes [33]. However, in the prediabetic state, there is increased energy demand due to insulin resistance in some tissues, while there is also dysregulation of metabolic pathways such as gluconeogenesis [36,37]. Gluconeogenesis is increased in the liver due to peripheral insulin resistance [38]. Insulin-resistant muscle and other tissues require energy; therefore, signals are sent to the liver to produce glucose [39,40]. Gluconeogenesis is activated, resulting in glucose production from the liver to the plasma, while hepatic steatosis leads to increased hepatic gluconeogenesis [41,42]. Indeed, the untreated prediabetic group in this study showed high fasting plasma glucose levels. This could be due to unregulated gluconeogenesis and energy demand from insulin-resistant peripheral tissues [32,43]. Furthermore, the treated groups with rhenium (V) compound were shown to have reduced plasma glucose in both the presence and absence of dietary intervention. The rhenium (V) compound has been previously shown to restore peripheral insulin sensitivity through increased GLUT 4 expression, thus ameliorating insulin sensitivity and improving glycemic control [37]. Another transition metal with an organic ligand such as the dioxidovanadium complex (V) for this compound was shown to lower plasma glucose by increasing glucose transport and insulin-receptor tyrosine-kinase activity in NAFLD [44].

The hepatocytes play a vital role in regulating carbohydrate metabolism [45]. The storage of glycogen in the liver during feeding conditions provides a storage form of glucose that can be used during fasting periods. Normally, stored glycogen is critical for maintaining glucose homeostasis in individuals during an overnight fasting period [11,45]. However, in the prediabetic state, the liver has to store glucose due to insulin resistance in other tissues such as muscle and adipose tissues [11]. GLUT 2 transports glucose independently of insulin, and this results in a higher rate of hepatic glycogenesis occurring due to the shunting of glucose during the prediabetic state [46]. In this study, the untreated prediabetic group was shown to have high hepatic glycogen concentration. This could be due to high glucose uptake through GLUT 2. Further observations show that the treated groups with the rhenium (V) compound in both the presence and absence of dietary intervention had reduced glycogen concentration. A possible reason for the observed reduction in glycogen levels in the rhenium (V) compound treated group may be because this compound has been shown to improve insulin sensitivity by increasing the expression of GLUT4 in the skeletal muscle and fat tissue, as shown in a study conducted by Siboto, A. et al., 2020 [20]. This reduction in the amount of glucose being shunted to the liver could result in reduced storage of hepatic glycogen [34]. Other studies on transition metals on NAFLD treatment showed that metal complexes including ruthenium and vanadium reduce hepatic glycogen concentration by channeling excess glucose to be metabolized in skeletal muscle and adipose tissue [19,44]. Glucose from excess dietary carbohydrates goes through glycolysis in hepatocytes and is later converted into fatty acids to be esterified into triglycerides (TGs), which are eventually secreted via very low-density lipoproteins [45].

In NAFLD patients with insulin resistance, the increased lipolysis in adipose tissue causes enhanced liver glucose synthesis, which further activates de novo lipogenesis,
resulting in hepatic fat deposition [12,38]. Enhanced de novo lipogenesis and reduced fatty acid oxidation had been reported in patients with insulin resistance and contribute to a critical biochemical pathway for the pathogenesis of NAFLD [47,48].

Consumption of diets high in fructose also results in the activation of the de novo lipogenesis pathway. PPARγ-coactivator-1β (PGC-1β), which acts as a co-activator of SREBP1c, can be stimulated by fructose. Moreover, fructose inhibits hepatic fatty acid β-oxidation, which mainly occurs by inhibiting the transcriptional activities of PPARα [7,49]. Thus, the shift towards lipogenesis over fatty acid oxidation contributes to hepatic steatosis. In a hyper-insulinemic state, insulin continues to drive lipogenesis via the SREBP1 pathway in addition to failing to suppress gluconeogenesis, contributing to exacerbating hepatic steatosis. Due to hyperinsulinemia and hyperglycemia, SREBP-1c is activated resulting in high storage of TGs observed in the untreated prediabetic group. However, the administration of the rhenium (V) compound in both the presence and absence of diet intervention resulted in reduced hepatic TGs storage on the treated prediabetic rats. This may be because the rhenium (V) compound facilitated weight loss through suppressing the secretion of ghrelin and reducing food intake. The food consumption results are on a glucose homeostasis paper by Siboto, A. et al., 2020 [20].

Due to a decrease in hepatic TGs concentration in the treated groups, we can also speculate that the rhenium (V) compound may decrease free fatty deposition to the liver by divergence of the substrates to other tissues for metabolism, increased β oxidation of fat or increased triglyceride disposal via very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) exportation from the liver. Other metals such a dioxidovanadium lowered plasma TGs in diabetic rats via improving insulin sensitivity in adipose tissue and skeletal muscle [44]. Literature research on metal complexes such as ruthenium (ii) complex facilitated weight loss in prediabetic rat resulting in less fatty acid deposition in the liver [19].

The administration of rhenium (V) compound in both the presence and the absence of diet intervention on treated prediabetic rats resulted in both reduction of hepatic glycogen concentration and hepatic TGs storage. This positive effect caused by the administration of the rhenium (V) compound resulted in reduced liver weight as compared to the untreated prediabetic group. Several studies suggest that increased liver weights in prediabetes and NAFLD are associated with increased hepatic lipid accumulation [33]. Furthermore, this may imply that the rhenium (V) compound manages NAFLD delaying from becoming NASH. Relative liver weights results may also be a reflection of triacylglycerol and liver weights due to hepatic very-low-density lipoprotein–triglyceride (VLDL-TG) secretion rates. Studies have shown that liver weight is directly related to hepatic VLDL-TG secretion, independently of body weight. Therefore, since there is reduction of liver TGs in the prediabetic treated group, the liver weight is also reduced. We speculate that with improved insulin sensitivity on the adipose tissue, fat molecules are metabolized, resulting in enhanced HDL reducing the risk of hepatic steatosis associated with insulin resistance.

Oxidative stress is balanced by a number of antioxidant enzymes [50]. Antioxidant enzymes are ROS scavenging agents to protect the cells against oxidative stress under physiological conditions [4]. Uncontrolled oxidative stress can result in liver injury [51]. Increased oxidative stress is independently associated with NAFLD [50]. NAFLD is characterized by insulin resistance, which results in elevated concentrations of free fatty acids, providing substrates for triglyceride formation and subsequent progression of the disease in the liver [51]. It is suggested that increased accumulation of liver triglycerides leads to increased oxidative stress in the hepatocytes [52,53]. NAFLD is also associated with mitochondrial dysfunction, and an increase of mitochondrial β-oxidation activity, due to a lipid overload, may induce an impairment of electron transport chain, resulting in electron leakage and increased ROS [54]. Oxidative stress causes hepatocellular damage through many different mechanisms, including lipid peroxidation, that can directly stimulate cell necrosis and activation of apoptosis [41,55]. Oxidative stress can directly lead to the synthesis of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that are usually removed by antioxidant pathways; however, in the prediabetic state, antioxidant activity is reduced. Indeed, this...
is also observed in the untreated prediabetic group. The administration of the rhenium (V) compound in both the presence and the absence of diet intervention in the prediabetic rats showed reduced lipid peroxidation and improved antioxidant activity in both SOD and GPx. We speculate that since the rhenium (V) compound reduces fat deposition in the liver, this prevents mitochondrial dysfunction. Therefore, the rhenium (V) compound can prevent liver injury that can be caused by oxidative stress. Vanadium and ruthenium complexes have also been shown to prevent oxidative stress through enhanced glycemic control [19,21,44].

Inflammation, oxidative stress and insulin resistance are involved in NAFLD. The progression of NAFLD to NASH is identified through increased inflammation. NASH patients with increased serum TNF-α concentrations also show higher levels of interleukin (IL)-6 [54]. The administration of the rhenium (V) compound in both the presence and the absence of diet intervention was showed to reduce oxidative stress and improve antioxidant activity, reducing liver injury. The rhenium (V) compound has been shown to have anti-inflammatory properties by reducing plasma TNF α in the treated prediabetic group, protecting progressive liver damage.

Liver enzymes, AST and ALT, are used as clinical biomarkers to identify the degree of hepatocyte damage occurring in the liver [45]. The reason the liver enzyme levels better reflect the presence of injury is that these enzymes are components of hepatocytes that are released into circulation upon hepatocyte damage [45]. Literature trends have variably shown that high AST and ALT occur in blood due to necrosis of the hepatocyte during liver damage [33,55]. Metals are strongly known to be toxic on the liver [39]. The rhenium (V) compound was administered via subcutaneous injection in order for the drug to bypass liver metabolism and be absorbed in the bloodstream. This allows the drug to avoid first-pass metabolism in the liver, as the rhenium complex is known to be relatively harmless. The literature has shown that metal complexes are often associated with increased plasma AST and ALT levels, suggesting liver toxicity [33,55]. However, the rhenium (V) compound is synthesized with uracil-derived ligands that increase bioactivity and uracil-derived ligands. This has been shown to have the capability of coordination through a variety of donor atoms [56]. These uracil-derived ligands make the rhenium (V) compound have reduced cellular toxicity [56,57].

Liver enzymes such as AST and ALT are released into the bloodstream whenever hepatocytes are damaged, and this has been reported to occur during prediabetes [55]. The untreated prediabetic group had a high level of liver AST and ALT [27]. This observation of increased liver enzymes in the plasma suggested that liver cells are damaged through oxidative stress and increased hepatic lipogenesis or glycogenesis. However, administration of the rhenium (V) compound in prediabetic rats resulted in a decreased concentration of liver enzymes. This can be a result that is observed in this study. The rhenium (V) compound seems to improve hepatic health via its antioxidant, antilipidemic and anti-inflammatory effects. Studies have shown that metal-based compounds such as ruthenium (II) compounds ameliorated liver disarrangement and prevented hepatotoxicity [19,58].

5. Conclusions

The administration of the rhenium compound is associated with an improved liver health as evidenced by decreased liver triglyceride, glycogen and fasting blood glucose concentrations. Additionally, the observations suggest that this compound may attenuate liver injury associated with prediabetes, as evidenced by the reduction of oxidative stress, liver function marker enzymes and inflammatory markers in the liver. Given the beneficial effects of the rhenium (V) compound presented in this study, further investigations are warranted to fully assess the therapeutic value of rhenium (V) administration during prediabetes.
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